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ShipAV
Securing Your Most Valuable Asset. Wherever. Whenever.
A computer virus can spread from one host to another like human
viruses. The best way to handle malicious attacks is to fight them before
they do any damage. ShipAV prevents viruses from entering on the
shipping company´s network at the ship entry point.

In order to maintain the computers onboard are always protected, the
three main things to remember are:
1. Operating system(OS)up-to-date
2. Firewall enabled at all times
3. ShipAV software installed on the ship´s system and updated
daily to ensure that it has the latest fixes for new viruses, worms and Trojan horses

Its anti-virus technology provides real-time protection against virus and malicious software attacks. Specifically
designed to accommodate vessel communications constraints, ShipAV benefits are the:







Small daily updates, 5 to 10K in size that ensure timely protection at an affordable rate
Bi-directional virus content filtering from and to the ship network
Inspection of content within the SMTP/POP3 protocols insuring safety before message delivery
Easy installation on standalone PCs and on networked systems onboard and ashore
Flexibility of working with every ship messaging software including Skyfile, Amos, GTmail and others
Multilingual capability of the software

The internet gives computer viruses an efficient path for global infection. ShipAV contemplates the global nature of
the maritime industry and offers English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Spanish, simplified and traditional
Chinese versions of the maritime antivirus software of choice. Protect your pc today.

